HOW TO HIRE AN

ARCHITECTURAL PROFESSIONAL

Welcome.
I prepared this guide after seeing so many people struggle with understanding the design and
construction process. This process can seem like a complex and frightening roadblock for those
who haven’t been through it before. The first and most important step is to find and hire your
architectural professional.
You may be wondering: how do I find the right architectural professional for my project? Do I
really need to hire an architectural professional? How much are an architectural professional’s
fees? What about contractors? And most importantly: what are the key, critical steps I need to
take to ensure that I hire the architectural professional that is the perfect match for my
project?
In the following pages, you will discover the answers to these questions – and more.
I hope you enjoy this guide and look forward to your feedback on the contents.
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Nothing is more exciting than creating a new building whether it’s your home or a commercial
project and nothing will affect the success of your project more than the right architectural
professional. The architectural professional determines the design and function of a building as
well as the emotional toll and financial costs involved in its construction. Finding your perfect
match in an architectural professional is not impossible and the following eight points can
guide you along the way. Use these to help analyze the personality, design strategy and
communication skills of your candidates. Your goal is to find the right architectural
professional for your project, for your budget and for you.

1. Finding an Architectural professional
Like many other fields, word of mouth is the best way to look for an architectural professional.
Ask family, friends and professional colleagues for referrals. Is there a particular home you
admire? A knock on the door can yield an introduction to your project’s potential architectural
professional. Professional organizations such as your city or country’s local architectural
professional institutions are also great sources to find architectural professionals. General
contractors, interior design studios and other trade-related personnel would also be able to
furnish some referrals. Be sure to visit web sites of your candidates. Look at their previous
work. Get a feel for what is their design style and language – is it about blending in the
neighborhood, is it environmentally sound designs or is it about making a big statement?
Then, start a conversation. Make an appointment for a consultation. Meeting face to face will
help you decide if it is a fit.

2. An architectural professional’s biggest success and largest
obstacle
How will the architectural professional approach your project? Let them know the most
important aspects of your project and ask how they will be incorporated into a process. If you
are doing a home remodel or an addition, start with what aspects of your home you currently
like and ask how they can be improved? Typically, a remodel should try and blend seamlessly
with the rest of the home. Ask how will this be achieved? Even though the architectural
professional might have an attractive portfolio and good references you will still want to make
sure their design process and approach is right for you and your project.
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3. Signature Style: Who’s got it and do you want it?
It is common for an architectural professional to be known by a certain design style – Spanish
colonial revival, ultra-modern, French country to name a few. Though most architectural
professionals are able to adapt their signature style to what you want, think twice about hiring
an architectural professional with a neoclassical signature style to rehab your California
craftsman style home. Have plenty of examples of the look you want; these can be found from
catalogs, magazines or the Internet. Environmentally friendly, sustainable “green” designs and
construction however can be applied to any style. Discuss the importance of these elements
with your architectural professional from the outset.

4. Meet your project Architectural professional
Signing a contract with an architectural professional representing an architectural
professionals firm does not necessarily mean that person will be your project architectural
professional. Actually, outside of single-architectural professional owned operations, this is
common procedure. Be sure to meet the project architectural professional before making any
final decisions. Being able to communicate freely and openly with your project architectural
professional is vital to the success of your project. You should share a clear understanding of
the project with your architectural professional and feel completely comfortable.

5. 3-D modeling: Don’t build your home without it
Architectural professionals understand how elevations and floor plans translate into actual
buildings; their clients necessarily don’t. I know an established firm that was fired from a
project because the homeowner, who approved the plans, thought the roof looked like a fast
food restaurant even though the contractor had built per plan. So, what happened? There
wasn’t a 3-D model of the project. A 3-D model is the best way to see how your new home will
look when built. Software today allows design reviewing from multiple angles and room
walkthroughs. Being able to work in 3-D helps clients get better involved in the design process
and they enjoy the viewing experience and “walking” through the space before it is built. Don’t
hesitate to ask for a 3-D model before the commencement of your project.
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6. The full-service architectural professionals firm
Conceptual renderings and blueprints are not the only services architectural professional and
planning firms provide. Ask about other services your candidate’s firm offers. Ask about
benefits of specific services to you and their corresponding costs. Ask your architectural
professional if there are any additional services offered and how they could be useful to you for
your particular project. If a firm doesn’t offer a requested service, they should be able to refer a
firm that does.
Below is a glimpse into some additional services a typical architectural professional firm
provides:
6.1 STAGE 1: INCEPTION
6.1.1 Receive, appraise and report on the client's requirements with regard to:
•the client’s brief
•the site and rights and constraints
•budgetary constraints
•the need for consultants
•project programme
•methods of contracting
6.2 STAGE 2: CONCEPT AND VIABILITY (CONCEPT DESIGN)
6.2.1 Prepare an initial design and advise on:
•the intended space provisions and planning relationships
•proposed materials and intended building services
•the technical and functional characteristics of the design
6.2.2 Check for conformity of the concept with the rights to the use of land.
6.2.3 Review the anticipated costs of the project.
6.2.4 Review the project programme.
6.3 STAGE 3: DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
6.3.1 Confirm the scope and complexity.
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6.3.2 Review the design and consult with local and statutory authorities.
6.3.3 Develop the design, construction system, materials and components.
6.3.4 Incorporate and co-ordinate all services and the work of consultants.
6.3.5 Review the design, costing and programme with the consultants.
6.4 STAGE 4: DOCUMENTATION AND PROCUREMENT
6.4.1 Prepare documentation sufficient for local authority submission:
•co-ordinate technical documentation with the consultants and complete primarycoordination
•prepare specifications for the works
•review the costing and programme with the consultants
•obtain the client’s authority and submit documents for approval
6.4.2 Complete construction documentation and proceed to call for tenders:
•obtain the client’s authority to prepare documents to procure offers for theexecution of
the works
•obtain offers for the execution of the works
•evaluate offers and recommend on the award of the building contract.
•prepare the
6.5 STAGE 5: CONSTRUCTION
6.5.1 Administer the building contract.
6.5.2 Give possession of the site to the contractor.
6.5.3 Issue contract documentation.
6.5.4 Initiate and/or check sub-contract design and documentation as appropriate.
6.5.5 Inspect the works for conformity to the contract documentation.
6.5.6 Administer and perform the duties and obligations assigned to the principal agent in
the JBCC building contract, or fulfil the obligations provided for in other forms of contract
6.5.7 Issue the certificate of practical completion
6.5.8 Assist the client to obtain the occupation certificate
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6.6 STAGE 6: CLOSE OUT
6.6.1 Facilitate the project close-out including the preparation of the necessary
documentation to effect completion, handover and operation of the project.
6.6.2 After the contractor’s obligations with respect to the building contract are fulfilled,
the architectural professional shall issue the certificates related to contract completion.
6.6.3 Provide the client with as-built drawings and relevant technical and contractual
undertakings by the contractor and sub-contractors.

7. Figuring out the fees
Typically, an architectural professional’s fee is calculated as a percentage of the project’s
entire cost (minus the architectural professional's fee of course). Depending on the services
provided by the architectural professional, the rate could range from 5 to 15 percent. However,
when you first start the design process for your project, it is difficult, if not impossible to
accurately determine the final project cost. During this initial time period (before a good
estimate of the final project cost is possible) the architectural professional may charge an
hourly fee or a retainer. The retainer or hourly fee will be credited towards the total
architectural professional fee once it has been determined. Billing monthly is the industry
standard. Also, ask when payment is expected and the preferred method of payment, i.e.
check, credit card, etc. Keep in mind that the architectural professional’s fee applies to all the
costs of your project. Examples of project costs are the construction budget as well as
consultant fees such as environmental impact studies or structural engineering fees. The most
important thing about fees is complete transparency. Insist upon it.

8. Hiring a Contractor
An experienced architectural professional should have a list of contractors they like to work
with. Your architectural professional should be able to help you choose the best contractor for
your project. Always get multiple bids on the construction of your project – even if you already
have a contractor. This is an industry standard and gives you better leverage at the bargaining
table. Additionally, having a contractor during the design process ensures you will not be
building more than you can afford.
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These tips are meant as a guide to choosing the best architectural professional for your project.
You will be working very closely with your architectural professional on what may be one of the
biggest investments of your life. Not only are an architectural professional’s answers to your
questions important, but how they are answered speaks volumes, too. Did they take time for
details to clear up any confusion? Did you feel comfortable with them? Did they conduct
business in a transparent manner? The creation process is exciting but can get intimidating at
times, however choosing the right team can make it an enjoyable process. That team always
starts with choosing the right architectural professional and we hope these tips will help you
with that for your next project.

The Next Step
Congratulations! You now have the key information that will help you lay a successful
foundation for understanding how to find and hire an architectural professional.
Unfortunately, I can’t include every important piece of information about this most important
step in the design and construction process successfully in this guide.
Actually, that would be impossible because each project is unique and the requirements differ
based on a multitude of factors. But with the 8 steps explained in this guide, you have the
critical information to help you hire the architectural professional that will ensure that your
project is a success.
If you are in the process of looking for an architectural professional for your project, let’s talk. I
can help you wade through the necessary requirements and make sure you aren’t overlooking
a crucial factor that could doom your project to failure. I offer a custom need and options
review where I will identify the specific requirements pertaining to your project and your
available options.
Typically, the need and options review saves my clients thousands of dollars and weeks of lost
time, not to mention the stress and headache of getting something wrong.
To read more about the need and options review as well as the price for this service and why it
is critically important to your project’s success visit my website. If you are ready to talk now,
please give me a call.
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Best wishes for the success of your project!
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PS. Whenever you’re ready…here are 4 ways we can help you on your project
1. Download our latest “Project Planning Pack” for Residential Architecture
Developments

These are the people I know, like and trust when it comes to building projects
in the Eastern Cape and KwaZulu Natal regions. Everybody you might need
on one page-simple. It took me several years to be able to find these people. If
you’d like a complimentary copy click on this link
http://imizekeliso.co.za/downloads/
2. Join me for a One-on-One

If you’d like to work directly with me to develop a great space or just have
questions you need answers to so you can move forward…just follow this link
http://imizekeliso.co.za/contact-us/ ...and request a complimentary feasibility
call

3. ‘Is my site right?’

Not designing to suite their specific site is the Most costly strategic mistake
people make when building their dream project. ‘If only I’d known’ is the
phrase you don’t want to be saying. The right and specific design can add tens
of thousands to the value of your completed project. Follow this link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uFa4Bwm2ock ...and watch our training
video that will help you avoid the possible problems upfront.
4. Visit our website for ongoing tips and resources

Click on this link http://imizekeliso.co.za/

When you are ready to review the feasibility of your
project, email or call us >>

(073) 6266-013
luvuko@imizekeliso.co.za

